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An online social network (OSN) is a platform that makes people communicate with friends, share messages, accelerate business,
and enhance teamwork. In the OSN, privacy issues are increasingly concerned, especially in private message leaks in word-of-
mouth. A user’s privacy may be leaked out by acquaintances without user’s consent. In this paper, an integrated system is designed
to prevent this illegal privacy leak. In particular, we only use the method of space vector model to determine whether the user’s
private message is really leaked. Canary traps techniques are used to detect leakers. Then, we define a trust degree mechanism to
evaluate trustworthiness of a communicator dynamically. Finally, we set up a new message publishing system to determine who
can obtain the message of publisher. Secrecy performance analysis is provided to verify the effectiveness of the proposed message
publishing system.Accordingly, a user in social networks can checkwhether other users are trustworthy before sending their private
messages.

1. Introduction

Fog computing is a distributed collaborative architecture that
enables specific applications or services between actual data
sources and the cloud to be managed in the most efficient
place [1]. This type of computing is effectively extending
cloud computing capabilities and services to the edge of
the network, bringing their advantages and functions to
the point where data can be executed and manipulated
in the closest proximity. In other words, fog computing is
an extension of the concept of cloud computing. Different
from cloud computing, fog computing wins by volume,
emphasising quantity, no matter how weak a single com-
puting node is. Cloud computing adjusts computing power,
typically by a high performance computing device in a stack
[2].

Fog computing-based typical services in online social
networks (OSNs), such as Wechat, Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn, gradually become a primary mode to interact and
communicate between participants. Each user in an OSN is a
node component that makes up the social network topology.
These nodes do not have strong computing and storage
capabilities, but they can help with things like data transfer.

Therefore, it is a reliable assumption to apply fog computing
to social networks. Edge nodes in social networks are more
mobile and more decentralized. The most concerned issue in
social networks is privacy leaks. In the process of communi-
cation among these edge nodes, there is a novel way of privacy
leakage through word-of-mouth. Word-of-mouth is a form
of privacy disclosure on social networks.This kind of privacy
leakage exists in a large number of real social networks but
is seldom studied. For simplicity, we call it a word-of-mouth
social network.

A word-of-mouth social network exists in the real
human-centric world, which can pass messages from one
person to another by oral communication and finally lead
to the rapid spread of messages. Sometimes, the spread of
private information may be peeped, misused, and taken
illegally by other strangers [3]. As a result, it is important
to prevent privacy disclosure caused by word-of-mouth. In
fact, the disclosure degree of one user’s privacy spreading
is related to how to control others to access his data. In
addition, it also depends on howmuch andwhat data the user
wants to release. To tackle this issue, access control has been
envisioned as a promising and effective approach to protect
privacy of a person’s account [4–6]. We intend to carefully
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design a strategy among users in the word-of-mouth social
network to share their data within a trusted user set.

Considering the human-centric network, our objective is
to design an approach to achieve trustworthy word-of-mouth
information release. This approach can trace the source of
privacy disclosure and automatically adjust the trust degree
of nodes in OSNs. Our exploration of this uncharted area
needs to answer the following three challenges. First, how can
we determine whether one user’s privacy has been already
disclosed and detect the leaker? Second, how to update social
relationship of a user after detecting information disclosure?
Finally, how to prevent acquaintances fromdisclosing privacy
through the manner of word-of-mouth?

Aiming at the first challenges, we intend to use the
vector space model (VSM) and the canary trap technology
to achieve message disclosure detection. The authors of [7]
present a mathematical expression of a VSM to measure
the similarity of two sets. Then Li et al. improve the cal-
culation method of the VSM in [8]. They apply semantic
resources to reduce the dimensionality of feature items.
Similarly, we apply the VSM in this article to calculate the
similarity between the suspected leaked messages and the
published ones to determine whether the messages is com-
promised. After determining message leakage, we employ
the canary trap technology to trace the source of the leaked
messages. In brief, different versions of sensitive data are
sent to suspected leakers to find which version gets leaked
[9].

Next, we introduce the trust degree of a user to ensure
secure data sharing to cope with the second challenge. The
trust mechanism has been widely studied to achieve privacy
preserving in traditional OSNs. The authors of [10] investi-
gate a recommendation belief based on a distributed trust
managementmodel for peer-to-peer networks.They quantify
and evaluate the reliability of nodes and introduce a similarity
function to construct the recommended credibility. In [11],
the authors propose a method to check users’ credibility
before they enter a network. In addition, the authors in [12]
design a secure recommendation system for mobile users
to learn about potential friends opportunistically. Different
from the existing works, we employ the dynamic trust
degree to classify the recipients and to rank the sensitivity
of publisher to information that needs to be published. The
reason is that a user will unintentionally disclose privacy
and later regret the behavior if the user is in an emotional
state at the time of posting [13]. In order to avoid incorrect
access to the sensitive-privacy information, the premise of
access control for users is to classify the privacy information
clearly.

Moreover, in order to prevent the privacy leakage, one
user’s (publisher’s) privacy should only be shared with other
ones (recipients) in a “correct” user set in OSNs [14–16]. The
set, composed of numerous trusted recipients, can be updated
based on the dynamic trust value that is a personal perception
of a publisher to recipients. In this paper, we allow the
publisher to rate recipients based on the value to determine
whether they are trustworthy or not and dynamically adjust
privacy settings of recipients by privacy disclosure.We design
a systematic information publishing algorithm to reduce the
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Figure 1: A privacy disclosure model in word-of-mouth OSNs.

leakage probability of private messages. In this case, we can
reduce the risk of illegal spread of messages [17, 18].

To the best of our knowledge, there are few solutions to
preserve privacy in word-of-mouth OSNs, which motivates
our work. The main contributions of this paper are summa-
rized as follows.

(i) We employ the VSM to measure the similarity
between leaked messages and original ones so as to
detect whether privacy disclosure exists. According to
the tracing results by using the canary trap method,
we determine which recipients are the possible leak-
ers.

(ii) We define a dynamic approach to compute trust
degree between users. To handle privacy leaks fairly,
we design a novel utility function to punish the trust
degree of leakers.

(iii) We design a probabilistic privacy preserving strategy
based on a publisher’s sensitivity to messages and
recipients’ trust degree for publishing a user’s mes-
sages securely.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the privacy disclosure model in word-of-mouth
OSNs. In Section 3, we present our privacy disclosure detec-
tion method via computing the similarity between leaked
messages and original ones. Section 4 introduces the calcula-
tion method of trust degree and the punishment mechanism
for leakers. Next, a trust degree based publishing system is
proposed to achieve messages sharing with privacy preserv-
ing in Section 5. Then, we analyze the secure performance of
our strategy in Section 6 and survey relatedwork in Section 7.
Finally, we conclude our work in Section 8.

2. System Model

In this section, we propose a privacy disclosure model
as shown in Figure 1. This model can be formulated as a
weighted directed social graph. Each node in the graph
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denotes a user while a directed edge between two nodes
represents the direction of messages transmission. We define𝑇PR𝑖 and 𝑆R𝑖U as the trust degree of the publisher P to
its recipients R𝑖, 𝑖 ∈ [1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑛], and the similarity between
the unexpected receiver U with P’s recipients, respectively.
According to the graph of social relationship, we can extract
the corresponding social attributes to explore a dynamic trust
evaluation mechanism to achieve privacy preserving.

The privacy disclosure model in Figure 1 indicates that P
is aware that its private messages are leaked to U after P sends
the messages to R𝑖. The threat of privacy disclosure may be
caused by one or more users in R𝑖. So the publisher is aware
that his information is leaked and hoping to know which
recipient sold him out. In this article, we hope to complete
the tracking process of leakers. Because it is a post-evaluation
method, we can only determine the probability that informa-
tion will be leaked by a certain recipient. Recipients who have
disclosed the privacy of the publisher should be penalized to
protect the publishers’ private message.

In this paper, we intend to employ the VSM algorithm to
help A to determine whether the messages are really leaked
out.Next, using the canary trapmethod to assist A to trace the
possible leakers in the recipients set, and then give penalties
to these leakers. (Here, what we consider is that recipients’
motivation for disclosing information is not malicious. They
are not trying to damage the publisher’s interests. Therefore,
themessage disclosure should get the penalty of trust without
considering legal or other punishment.) For the leakers,
we dynamically adjust their trust degree to explore our
privacy preserving strategy. Here, we present a novel utility
function to measure the update standard of recipients’ trust
degree based on the centrality degree𝐶𝑒𝑛(𝑖) of recipients and
the similarity 𝑆𝑖𝑗 between two users. In our model, social
networking platforms do not need to monitor messaging
between users. The task of the platform is to help users
find the leaker when they submit information detection
applications.

3. Detection and Tracing Scheme for Leakers

A publisher realizes that his information may have been
leaked, but he/she does not have enough confidence to
determine what happened. In our model, the publisher can
apply to the platform for leakage detection. The messaging
platform uses the VSM to detect whether the publisher’s
information is actually leaked. In this section, we first com-
pute the similarity score between suspected leaked messages
and the corresponding published ones to determine whether
the private message is leaked or not. The implementation of
the VSM-based algorithm is actually quantifying the process
by which publishers realize that privacy is compromised.
In the second part, after privacy disclosure detection, we
intend to employ the canary trap technology to trace privacy
leakers.

3.1. Privacy Disclosure Detection. Comparing with images,
files, and events, we believe that only texts leakage cannot
be directly judged visually. Therefore, we only consider the
private message to be a text and use the VSM method

to calculate the similarity between suspected text and the
original one.

In general, we can characterize text as a form of space vec-
tor based on the VSM. Therefore, the similarity between two
texts can be measured by computing the similarity between
two vectors. Assume that (𝑡1, 𝑡2, . . . , 𝑡𝑛) indicate the text to
be detected and (𝑤1, 𝑤2, . . . , 𝑤𝑛) denote the corresponding
coordinate values of the 𝑛-dimension space. Then, we intend
to exploit theVSM to find out a score that indicates the degree
of semantic equivalence between two texts. The following
details describe the procedure to determinewhether two texts
are similar or not.

3.1.1. Text Preprocessing. First, we use the NLPIR word
segmentation system to complete the word segmentation
(NLPIR system is a software developed by the Institute of
Computing Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences; the
principle of this system is based on the information cross
entropy to automatically discover new language features and
adapt to the language probability distribution model of the
test corpus to realize adaptive participle), and obtain 𝑛 word
sets (𝑠1, 𝑠2, . . . , 𝑠𝑛) that contain all the words that appear in the
text. Next, we continue to remove the stop word that refers
to the words with high frequency but no practical meaning.
Such words include prepositions, adverbs, and conjunctions.
They usually have no definite meaning in themselves, and
only when they are placed in a complete sentence can they
have a certain effect. The widespread use of a stop word
in documents can easily cause interference with effective
information. It is very significant to eliminate noise before
feature weighting and selection. As a result, we remove all
stop words in the word set s𝑗, 𝑗 ∈ [1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑛].
3.1.2. Feature Extraction and Weight Calculation. As feature
items, higher analytical accuracy of phrases and sentences
may result in higher analysis error rate. In this paper,
we choose words as a feature of text rather than phrases
and sentences. In order to better reflect the performance
difference of feature terms in the text content, we assign a
weight value to each feature term. In particular, we calculate
the weight of feature terms of each text segment separately.
For the 𝑗th paragraph of the 𝑖th text 𝑠𝑖𝑗, the feature term
weight refers to the performance of the feature term 𝑡𝑘 in the
text segment 𝑠𝑖𝑗.The formula for computingweights of feature
terms can be indicated as follows:𝑤𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝑖𝑗 , (1)

where 𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑗𝑘 is the frequency of the occurrence of feature term𝑡𝑘 in text segment 𝑠𝑖𝑗, 𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑘 denotes the number of feature terms𝑡𝑘 in the text segment 𝑠𝑖𝑗, and 𝑙𝑖𝑗 represents the number of
words contained in the text segment 𝑠𝑖𝑗.
3.1.3. Text Vectorization. After extracting feature terms of
each paragraph and assigning the corresponding weights, the
text can be expressed as the form of a vectormatrix. If the text𝐷 is divided into 𝑛 parts and each part has 𝑚 feature terms.
The text 𝐷 can be expressed as follows:
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Input: text 𝐷
Output: the vectorization result 𝑉[𝐷] of text𝐷(1) 𝑉[𝐷] = [→𝑉1→𝑉2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ →𝑉𝑛]−1(2) 𝑉𝑖 = [𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛](3) Let section(D) be the segmentation result of the text D(4) For each segmentation in section(D) do(5) Word set 𝑠𝑗 ←NLPIR segmentword(𝑠𝑖);(6) For each 𝑤𝑖 in words set 𝑠𝑗 do(7) While stop words list contains 𝑤𝑖 do(8) Remove 𝑤𝑖 from word set 𝑠𝑗(9) T←extract features in 𝑠𝑗(10) For each 𝑤𝑗 in T do(11) 𝑚 ←count(𝑤𝑗)/countword(𝑠𝑗)(12) 𝑉𝑖 ← 𝑚𝑇(13) 𝑉[𝐷] ← 𝑉[𝐷] + 𝑉𝑖(14) Return 𝑉[𝐷]

Algorithm 1: Vectorization procedure.
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Figure 2: Cosine similarity and Euclidean distance in three dimen-
sions.

𝐷 = [𝑠1, 𝑠2, . . . , 𝑠𝑛]−1 × [𝑡1, 𝑡2, . . . , 𝑡𝑛]
= (𝑤11 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑤1𝑚... d

...𝑤𝑛1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑤𝑛𝑚). (2)

The process of text vectorization is shown in Algorithm 1.
Here, we segment paragraphs and words, remove the stop
words, extract the feature terms, and calculate the weight of
feature terms.

In Algorithm 1, “section(D)” denotes the processing pro-
cedure of text segmentation, “NLPIR segmentword” repre-
sents a segmentation interface, “stop words list” represents
the disabled word list defined in the text preprocessing
part, “count” is a function that calculates the number of
occurrences of each feature term in the text, and “countword”
is a function that calculates the number of words contained
in the text.

3.1.4. Similarity Measurement. Cosine similarity and Euclid-
ean distance are the most common methods to measure
similarity, as shown in Figure 2.

From Figure 2, we can see that cosine similarity mea-
sures the angle of vector space, which shows the difference
of vectors in direction. Euclidean distance measures the

Table 1: The result of similarity calculation.

sentences similarity scores
1. Julie loves me more than Linda loves me (1,2) 0.753602532225
2. Jane likes me more than Julie loves me (1,3) 0.128408027002
3. He likes basketball more than baseball (2,3) 0.257423195662

absolute distance between two points. The cosine similarity
is not sensitive to the absolute data, so it is applicable to
the similarity analysis of specific features. Therefore, we
take advantage of the cosine distance calculating method
to measure the similarity. Intuitively, two vectors (texts) are
independent or irrelevant if 𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑖1, 𝑖2) is equal to 0, while𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑖1, 𝑖2) is equal to 1 when two vectors (texts) are the same.
The similarity between information 𝑖1 and information 𝑖2 can
be calculated as follows:

𝑆𝑖𝑚 (𝑖1, 𝑖2) = 1𝑛 𝑛∑
𝑗=1

cos 𝜃𝑗 = 1𝑛 𝑛∑
𝑗=1

→V1𝑗 ⋅ →V2𝑗V1𝑗 ⋅ V2𝑗
= 1𝑛 𝑛∑
𝑗=1

2∑𝑚𝑗
𝑘=1

𝑤1𝑗𝑘𝑤2𝑗𝑘√(∑𝑚𝑗
𝑘=1

𝑤1𝑗𝑘2) (∑𝑚𝑗𝑘=1 𝑤2𝑗𝑘2) .
(3)

In order to verify the feasibility of our solution, we
implement the algorithm using Python tools on Windows.
Due to limited space, we only introduce the experimental text
we selected and experimental results. We carried out vector
extraction operations on three sentences shown inTable 1 and
calculated the similarity between them. Finally, according to
the cosine distance, we obtain the similarity between three
texts, respectively, as shown in Table 1.

We simply showed how to calculate the similarity
between texts. When the publisher realized that their sen-
sitive information had been compromised, OSNs calculate
the similarity between suspicious information and target
information, to determine whether publisher’s information is
actually compromised or not. After a lot of experiments, we
concluded that when the similarity score is greater than 0.75,
the meaning of the sentence is basically the same. Therefore,
in this chapter, we say that the text-privacy has been leaked
when the similarity score between the suspect text and the
target text is greater than 0.75.

When a publisher realizes that their a sensitive message
has been compromised, we would compute the similarity
between a suspicious message 𝐼𝑠 and the original message of
publisher. In this case, we can determine whether publisher’s
privacy is actually compromised or not. The VSM approach
quantifies the process of publishers’ awareness of the leakage
of private message. Once the publisher is aware of a privacy
breach, they can adopt a canary trap approach to detect which
users have recently leaked their private message.

3.2. Canary Trap Techniques. After conducting the VSM-
based privacy disclosure detection, we assume that a pub-
lisher’s privacy has been leaked. In order to detect leakers, it is
necessary to have a strategy to determine whether or not such
message is used by some user illegally. The canary trap is an
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Table 2: Canary traps for different types of message.

Message types Trapping settings
Digital images Different watermarks
Database files Different values of some cells
Events Different values of some attributes
Texts Mixture of different paragraphs

approach to detect information leakage source.The basic idea
is that the publisher sends each suspect a different version of
sensitive files and focuses on which version is leaked.

We consider different types of message using different
traps for distinction according to the leakage message. We
divide the types of message into four categories: digital
images, database files, events, and texts as shown in Table 2.
Accordingly, we provide four different types of message traps
in our canary trap algorithm.

Recent events indicate that a user in publishers’ friend
circle leaks publisher’s private message. After verifying the
fact that private message is disclosed, we use the canary trap
technique to find out leakers. First, we consider that the
type of message trap is a digital image. We send an image
embedded with different fingerprints to 𝑛 users 𝑅1, 𝑅2,...,𝑅𝑛.
The digital fingerprint is embedded in each user’s copy with a
unique ID that can be extracted to help track the leaker when
unauthorised leaks are found.We use digital watermarking to
embed unique fingerprints in each copy of an image before
releasing the image.

Definition 1 (digital watermarking). Digital watermarking
technology directly inserts some identification information
into the digital carrier andmodifies the structure of a specific
area without affecting the value of the original carrier. Digital
watermarks are not easy to detect and remodify but can be
identified by the manufacturer. Through these watermark
information hidden in the carrier, we can achieve the purpose
of confirming that the content creator and purchaser transmit
secret information or determine whether the carrier has been
tampered with.

For digital images represented by vector𝑋, 𝑛 recipients𝑅𝑛
is required, and the image owner generates unique fingerprint𝑤𝑖 for 𝑅𝑛. Watermark images will be passed to the recipient𝑅𝑛 that can be expressed as follows:𝑌𝑖 = 𝑋 + 𝐽𝑁𝐷 ⋅ 𝑤𝑖, (4)

where 𝑌𝑖 is the digital image embedded with a fingerprint.𝐽𝑁𝐷 is used to achieve the imperceptibility of embedding
fingerprint in 𝑌𝑖, which makes each copy unique. In this
case, we can identify the leaker if dishonest users illegally
repost its copy. We assume that recipients will not be able to
decrypt the fingerprint by collusion, and a digital fingerprint
identification system can track the leaker, as shown in
Figure 3.

Secondly, for a database file, we modify data that is
not important to implement different versions. What is not
important here is that changing of its value does not affect
the trend of the database. We need to generate 𝑛 different
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Figure 3: Digital fingerprinting system.

versions of data. Supposing the number of data units that
need to be changed is 𝑥, we can get 𝑥 = log2𝑛. Similarly, once
a database has been detected and leaked, we can judge the
leaker.

Thirdly, if we want to select a short event as an informa-
tion trap, we modify the basic attributes like time, address, or
target of the event. In short, 𝑛 users 𝑅1, 𝑅2,...,𝑅𝑛 may obtain 𝑛
completely different times.

Finally, we define that a text has 𝑚 paragraphs if we
intend to select the text as an information trap. There are
six different versions of each paragraph, and the mixing of
these paragraphs is unique to each numbered copy of the
text. Each version has minor changes, such as the font or
spacing of words used in text. Unless someone tries to find
the difference, it would not be noticed. There are more than6𝑚 possible permutations, but the actual text has only 𝑛
numbered copies (assume 6𝑚 > 𝑛). If someone refers to two
or three paragraphs of these paragraphs, we knowwhich copy
he sees, so we know who leaked private message.

We consider two special cases of false positive and false
negative. First, the false positive condition means that the
leaker in the last time privacy breach event might not have
been detected by this canary trap experiment. But a person
with a high frequency of leaks can not protect himself from
every detection. Second, we are considering another possible
scenario in which although a user accidentally leaked in the
canary trap we deliberately falsified information. We cannot
be absolutely sure that the previously detected sensitive
information must be the user who leaked information in the
canary trap. This is a false negative result. However, even if
the previous message is not leaked by this user, he should still
be punished for his mistake.

Although this approach can only determine the leaker of
privacy in a certain probability, we still want to determine
the person who leaks the privacy as fair as possible. What
we need is to fairly assign different levels of trust penalties
to different users. Therefore, we introduce the concept of
similarity and centrality to distribute the trust degree penalty
value fairly.This process will be described in detail in the next
section.
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Figure 4: Trust degree range in an online social network.

4. Trust Degree Mechanism

In this section, we construct a trust degree mechanism to
calculate and punish the trust degrees of the publisher to
recipients. Trust acts as the glue that holds networks together,
enabling networks to function effectively even though they
lack a hierarchal power structure.

In the first part, we introduce a dynamic calculation
approach of trust degree when there is no leakers. In the
second part, we introduce how to punish the trust degree of
leakers when there exist leakers.

4.1. Dynamic Calculation Approach of Trust Degree. In our
mechanism, the value of trust degree ranges from 0 to 1.
0 represents absolute distrust while 1 means absolute trust;
specific classification is shown in Figure 4.

The trust degree of a user to another user consists of
two parts: direct trust degree (𝐷𝑇) and recommendation
trust degree (𝑅𝑇). 𝐷𝑇 indicates the direct trust level of the
publisher to the recipient based on the direct interaction
experience. 𝑅𝑇 represents the recommendation trust and
relies on rating information from the other recommender.
We set P, R, and M to represent publisher, recipient, and
recommender, respectively. The trust degree of the user P to
the user R is defined as 𝑇(𝑃, 𝑅), which can be computed as
follows: 𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑅) = 𝛼 × 𝐷𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑅) + 𝛽 × 𝑅𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑅) , (5)

where𝐷𝑇(𝑃, 𝑅) indicates the value of direct trust degree and𝑅𝑇(𝑃, 𝑅) indicates the value of recommendation trust degree.𝛼 and 𝛽 are the trust degree regulation factors. Their values
are related to the proportion that the publisher pays attention
to DT and RT. Generally, we can set 𝛼 and 𝛽 according to the
interaction frequency between P (or M) and R. Specifically, if
P transacts with Rmore frequently thanM, thenwe can give𝛼
a higher value and 𝛽 a lower value, and vice versa. Therefore,
we need to calculate DT and RT, respectively.

DT(P,R): DT between the publisher P and the recipient R
can be calculated as follows.𝐷𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑅) = ∑𝐾𝑘=1 𝐸𝑘 (𝑃, 𝑅) × 𝑓𝑘 × 𝑤𝑘 (𝑃, 𝑅)∑𝐾𝑘=1 𝑓𝑘 . (6)

(i) We assume that the publisher P has conducted a total
of K transactions in the past with the recipient R.

(ii) The evaluation value of the 𝑘th transaction is𝐸𝑘(𝑃, 𝑅).𝐸𝑘(𝑃, 𝑅) is provided by the user P and belongs to[0, 1].
(iii) 𝑓𝑘 is a time fading function and is defined as follow.

Definition 2 (time fading function). In order to improve
the authenticity and dynamic adaptivity of direct trust,
we consider that the interaction behavior of the past has
attenuated the direct trust effect compared to the current
interaction behavior. Specifically, compared with the 𝐾th
current transaction, the importance of the 𝑘th transaction
in the past same transactions is depreciated. We define this
attenuated function as time fading function that can be
calculated as follows.𝑓𝑘 = 𝛿𝐾−𝑘, 0 < 𝛿 < 1, 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝐾 (7)

where 𝑓𝑘 = 1 is previous interaction without attenuation and𝑓1 = 𝛿𝐾−1 is the first interaction with the largest attenuation.(4) Last, weight of the interaction behavior of the 𝑘th
transaction is represented as𝑤𝑘(𝑃, 𝑅).The interaction behav-
ior is defined by user P and can be divided into five grades
according to the magnitude of behavior. We assign different
weights to different interactions, which can distinguish the
effect of different interactions on trust to a certain extent.
Weights of each grade from big to small are 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2.
Therefore, the direct trust degree 𝐷𝑇(𝑃, 𝑅) of the (𝐾 + 1)th
interaction can be calculated by (6).

RT(P,R): RT of user P to user R is converged by P for the
direct trust of the all recommendation users to R. Here, RT is
a comprehensive evaluation for R by all users who have been
interacted with 𝑅, which represents the overall credibility of𝑅 in social networks. So we define the value of RT of user P
to user R as𝑅𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑅) = ∑𝑀∈𝐺𝐷𝑇 (𝑀,𝑅) × 𝐶𝑃𝑀∑𝑀∈𝐺𝐶𝑃𝑀 , 𝐶𝑃𝑀 ≥ Θ (8)

where 𝑅𝑇(𝑃, 𝑅) is the recommendation trust degree of recip-
ients, 𝐶𝑃𝑀 is the credibility of P put to M, and G represents
a collection of all trusted recommended users. Value of 𝐶𝑃𝑀
is equal to the direct trust 𝐷𝑇(𝑃,𝑀) of publisher P to rec-
ommenderM. In this process of calculating recommendation
trust, the publisher needs to provide a constant threshold Θ.
The publisher P adopts recommendation information only
when trustworthiness 𝐶𝑃,𝑀 of the recommender is greater
than Θ.

4.2. Trust Degree Punishment of Leakers. In the previous
section, we detect private message leakers through the canary
trap techniques. In this section, we punish these leakers
by reducing the trust degrees of them. We punish trust
degree of leakers based on a utility function. The utility
function is integrated by the similarity between recipients
and unexpected receiver with the centrality of the recipients.
Therefore, we introduce two concepts: the similarity between
two users and the centrality of a user.

Definition 3 (similarity). The similarity indicates the degree
of separation between two users. It can be calculated by the
amount of common friends in social networks. Sociologists
have found that if two people have one or more friends, they
have a greater chance of knowing and meeting each other.
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Definition 4 (centrality). The centrality of a user is the
index of the relative importance of quantized user in social
networks.There are many manners to define the centrality of
the user, such as betweenness centrality, closeness centrality,
and degree centrality. Among these manners, we apply the
direct centrality calculating approach that is defined as the
number of other users in direct contact with the user to
calculate similarity.

Accordingly, the centrality of user 𝑖 can be expressed as
follows.

𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑖 (𝜏) = ∑𝑁𝑘=1 𝑑𝑖𝑘 (𝜏)𝑁 , (9)

where 𝑑𝑖𝑘(𝜏) = 1 or 𝑑𝑖𝑘(𝜏) = 0 indicates whether there is a
connection or not between the user i and the user k at time𝜏. 𝑁 is the number of users in the network. The similarity
between two users can be derived as follows.𝑆𝑖,𝑗 (𝜏) = 1 + 𝐹𝑖 (𝜏) ∩ 𝐹𝑗 (𝜏) , (10)

where 𝐹𝑖(𝜏)(𝐹𝑗(𝜏)) denotes the set of friends of user 𝑖(𝑗)
at time 𝜏. When we compute the utility function below,
we convolve with the centrality and the similarity. If the
similarity is equal to zero, the utility function makes no
sense. However, when two users have no mutual friends, the
similarity between them is equal to zero. So we add 1 in (10).

We apply the utility function as the standard metrics to
punish the recipient who spread publisher’s privacy infor-
mation. If leakers who make mistakes in the canary trap
are friends of the unexpected receiver U, we calculate the
social similarity between leakers and the userUby comparing
their friendship lists. We also calculate the social centrality
of leakers. Note that social similarity and social centrality
only reflect the characteristics of the network structure. In
addition, we also need to consider the dynamics of social
networks. Because of the dynamic change of nodes, the
comprehensive utility should be a time-varying function.
To address dynamic characteristics and avoid cumulative
effects, we define the utility function as the convolution of
similarity and centrality with a factor decaying as time. The
total utility function value is the convolution of 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑅(𝜏) with𝑆𝑅,𝑈(𝜏). 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑅(𝜏) is the centrality of the recipient and 𝑆𝑅,𝑈(𝜏)
is the similarity between the recipient R and the unexpected
receiver U.𝑌𝑅,𝑈 (𝑇) = 𝑆𝑅,𝑈 (𝑇) ⊗ 1 − 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑅 (𝜏)𝑇= ∫𝑇

𝜏=0
𝑆𝑅,𝑈 (𝜏) ⋅ 1 − 𝐶𝑒𝑛𝑅 (𝜏)𝑇 − 𝜏 , (11)

where the convolution operation provides a time-decaying
description of all prior values of similarity and centrality. And𝑌𝑅,𝑈(𝑇) is updated each time by accumulation of similarity
and centrality when a leak event occurs.

In the previous section, we can get recipients who make
mistakes in the canary trap.Now,we punish themby reducing
their trust degree values. Specific penalties scale depends
on the utility function value of a leaker 𝑙𝑖. The higher the

degree of utility function, the more the value of trust degree
is reduced. Above we have proved that the higher the utility
function of the leaker, the greater the probability of leaking
information. Therefore, we calculate the value of the trust
penalty to a leaker based on the ratio of the utility function of
the leaker and the sum of all utility function value. We define
this specific measure of punishment as follows:

𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 (𝑙𝑖) = 𝑌𝑙𝑖,𝑈 (𝑇)∑𝐿𝑖=1 𝑌𝑙𝑖,𝑈 (𝑇) ∗ 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏, (12)

where 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏(𝑙𝑖) is a specific penalty in trust degree of leaker𝑙𝑖 and L is a collection of leakers who make mistakes in
canary traps. 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 is a total attenuation in trust degree caused
by a leak event of privacy information, and this value is
determined on the publisher. After attenuation, the trust
degree of a leaker can be calculated as follows.𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑙𝑖) = 𝑇 (𝑃, 𝑙𝑖) − 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 (𝑙𝑖) . (13)

The utility function is proportional to the similarity between
the leaker and the unexpected receiver, and inversely propor-
tional to the centrality of the leaker. A leaker with a high
utility function will be penalized with a high trust value.
But the total trust penalty will be equal to the publisher’s
expectation of a trust penalty.

|𝐿|∑
𝑖=1

𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 (𝑙𝑖) = 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏. (14)

Users who make more mistakes in canary traps will be
punished with more trust values. Users who receive a trust
penalty are likely to fall into lower security classes (this
concept is described in the next section). So recipients who
leak users’ privacy too often will be less likely to receive
private information from publishers.

So far, we complete the calculation process and punish-
ment process of the trust degree mechanism. In the first
part, we propose a calculation approach of trust degree
in the case of no leakers. In the calculation approach of
trust degree, the interaction between users can help to
enhance the trust between users. We comprehensively take
into account the direct trust of the publisher to the recipient
and the comprehensive evaluation of the recipient by other
users around the social network. This approach of trust
calculation takes into account the difference in degree of
influence of interaction between different time periods. Every
interaction between users changes the value of trust degree.
The recommendation trust of users also directly changes
the publisher’s trust in the recipient. In the second part, we
demonstrate how to punish the trust degree of leakers in
the case of existing leakers. Compared with the traditional
method of trust degree mechanism, we has a better real-time
and dynamic trust degree mechanism.

5. Design of Message Publishing System

In this section, we design a message publishing system to
reduce the risk that publishers’ private message would be
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Input: Publisher’s weighted social graph;
Output: Publishing rules;(1) Phase I: The publisher classifies the sensitivity of the message;(2) Let I be the message that user want to be published;

(3) 𝑆𝐼 ← 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖V𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝐼);(4) Execute sensitivity classification after each publishing.(5) Phase II: Divide the secure level of the recipient;(6)Let 𝑅 be the recipient;(7) 𝑆𝐿(𝑅) = 𝑋,𝑋 ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].(8) Phase III: Determine whether to share message 𝐼 with 𝑅 or not;(9) if 𝑆𝐼 > 𝑆𝐿(𝑅) then(10) Return: Message 𝐼 can be sent to recipient 𝑅;(11)(12) else(13) Return: Message 𝐼 can not be sent to recipient 𝑅;(14)(15) end

Algorithm 2: Rating scheme.

compromised. First, we propose a rating scheme to classify
security level of recipients and sensitivity of publisher. Next,
we introduce our message publishing system model formally
and analyze the work flow of the system.

5.1. Rating Scheme. We propose a rating scheme based on
the trust degree of a publisher to recipients and publisher’s
sensitivity to message. The rating scheme protects the private
message of the publisher in OSNs.

Definition 5 (publisher sensitivity rating). Rating of the
sensitivity of a publisher is based on the fact that different
publishers have different sensitivities. Lower sensitivity of a
publisher has relatively lower demand for privacy protection
while higher sensitivity of a publisher requires a strong pro-
tection. We divide the sensitivity of the publisher on specific
message into five levels, expressed as 𝑆𝑖(𝑆𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
Level 5 is the lowest sensitivity and level 1 is the highest
sensitivity. Since the publisher may have different sensitivity
requirements for information at different time, it is necessary
to perform sensitivity rating at each publish request.

Definition 6 (the secure level rating). A publisher needs
to evaluate the trust degree of recipients that they want
to interact with. According to the trust degree mechanism
proposed in the previous section, the publisher can obtain
the trust degree of all recipients including leakers.The secure
level (SL) of recipients is divided into five levels according to
the trust degree 𝑇(𝑃, 𝑅). We quantify this trust degree rating
process, and the secure level is upgraded from 1 to 5, as shown
in Table 3.

In Algorithm 2, we obtain the publisher’s request level for
message sensitivity and classify the recipient’s secure level.
Considering message sensitivity and the secure level of a
recipient, the proposed algorithm can help the publisher
determine whether to share their private message with
recipients or not..

Table 3: Security level of receivers in OSNs.

Security level Trust level Value of trust degree
1 Absolute trust 0.8 to 1
2 High trust 0.6 to 0.8
3 Indecisiveness 0.4 to 0.6
4 High distrust 0.2 to 0.4
5 Absolute distrust 0 to 0.2

Obtain the publisher's
sensitivity to information

Trust degree
mechanism

Access control suggestion

Rating scheme

Decision on expected recipients

2. Suggestions
of recipients

4. Publishing

3. Revision of
recipients suggestions

1. Posting
(texts/photos/videos)

I

II

III

Figure 5: Overview of message publishing system.

5.2. System Overview. In order to prevent the leakage of
privacy in OSNs, it is necessary to develop guidelines to
determine the message publishing system. The system is
exploited before a user posts on a social network site. The
system determines who should be allowed to access messages
and inform the user of the recommendation. In addition,
users can add or exclude their own access to the proposed
nonproprietary information.

The overview of the proposed system is shown as in
Figure 5. It consists of three components: the rating scheme
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module, the access control suggestion module, and the
revision of recipient suggestion module. We describe these
modules as below.

(i) Rating scheme module:Auser needs to provide their
sensitivity to the post while applying for publishing a
post, because different users have different sensitivity
to different messages. The system then queries the
recipient’s trust degree to build their secure levels. In
this way, the system obtains the sensitivity level of the
publisher to the messages and the secure level of the
recipient. Then, the system can compare these values
and formulate a access control suggestion for the next
module.

(ii) Access control suggestion module: According to the
level of disclosure determined in the previous step,
this module determines the intended recipient based
on the level of trustworthiness in the self-network of
OSNs. We take into account the situation where the
user is expected to send but the level of trust degree
does not meet the requirements. We also take into
account the situation where the level of trust degree
meets the requirements but the user is not expected to
send. During this procedure, it considers the revised
messages associated with the previous posting and
adds or excludes the intended recipient.

(iii) Recipient suggestion revision module. This module
informs the publisher about the associated access
control suggestion (analysis results). The access con-
trol suggestion contains a list of recipients. When a
publisher gets a list of recipients, he/she can choose
whether to publish information to the recipients in
the list or revise the recipients in the list. The autho-
rization/revision messages are stored in the system
and would be considered in future access control
recommendations.

The proposed message publishing system can help the
publisher to choose the right recipients to access these
messages. Because our system can prevent recipients who
may leak privacy of the publisher from receiving messages,
the risk of privacy leakage for the publisher can be reduced
effectively.

6. Security Performance Analysis

In this section, we study the secure performance in terms of
attack analysis, secrecy analysis, and access control analysis.

6.1. Attack Analysis. The leaking model we proposed indi-
cates that recipients may spread privacy to other friends or
strangers without user’s consent. According to the privacy
disclosure model in word-of-mouth OSNs shown in Figure 1,
P shares its private messages to its recipients 𝑅𝑖, 𝑖 ∈ [1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑛],
but it is aware that the messages are known by U after a
period of time.Users who have disclosed the privatemessages
can probably be these recipients, and this manner of privacy
disclosure is known as word-of-mouth.

By calculating the similarity between a suspicious mes-
sage and the original one of publisher, we exploit the VSM to

help P know whether its privacy is disclosed. Then, a canary
trap technique is used to trace the source of disclosure. In
this technique, we consider a possible scenario that we cannot
be absolutely sure that the previously detected sensitive
information must be the user who leaked in the canary trap,
because the recipient leaked the information in this canary
trap does not mean that he also leaked the previous privacy
of the publisher. However, even if the previous messages are
not leaked by the user, it should still be punished for its
mistake. What we need is to fairly assign different levels of
trust penalties to different users. As a result, we combine the
centrality degree 𝐶𝑒𝑛(𝑅) of recipient R with the similarity𝑆𝑅𝑈 between R and unexpected receiver U to obtain a utility
function. The specific penalties scale depends on the utility
function value of the leaker. Intuitively, the higher the degree
of the utility function is, the more the value of trust degree is
reduced. According to the dynamic evaluation of recipients’
trustworthiness, decreasing of the recipient’s trust degree
directly affects the ability to obtain private messages. Finally,
we set up a newmessage publishing system to determine who
can obtain private messages.

6.2. Secrecy Analysis. According to the sensitivity degree
of a publisher on private messages, our privacy preserving
strategy first classifies users into different sensitive levels.
Next, the publisher computes and classifies the trust degree
of recipients. Finally, sensitivity rating and the secure level
of the publisher are used to determine whether a recipient
is allowed to obtain publisher’s private messages or not. The
trust-based privacy preserving strategy may change along
with time, publisher itself, and other factors. In addition, the
process may start by issuing an interactive request from the
publisher to the recipients, so that the recipients cannot access
a message without authorization.

6.3. Access Control Analysis. When a user in an online social
network is ready to publish privatemessages, it considers that
the private messages can be known only by a small group of
its recipients rather than by random strangers. The proposed
message publishing system can help the publisher to choose
the right recipients to access these messages. Our system
requires users to submit their own sensitivity levels to the
post before applying for a post, because different users have
different sensitivity to different messages. After the publisher
sensitivity level acquisition process is complete, we count
the secure level of the publisher’s recipients through our
dynamic trust degree mechanism and then give the publisher
a list of suggested recipients of messages. The publisher can
make revisions to the recipient list to delete or add and
give feedback about the revision information to the access
control system. This feedback also would be considered in
future published access control recommendations. Because
our system can prevent recipients whomay leak privacy of the
publisher from receivingmessages, the risk of privacy leakage
for the publisher can be reduced effectively.

7. Related Work

A service of online social networks (OSNs), such as Wechat,
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn, gradually becomes a
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primary mode to interact and communicate between par-
ticipants. A person can use these social applications at any
time to contact with friends and send messages regardless
of age, gender, and even socioeconomic status [19–21]. These
messages should contain sensitive and private information,
e.g., location [22], channel state information [23], routing
information [24], social relationships [25], browsing data of
Internet [26], health data [27], and financial transactions [28].
Obviously, the person should be worried about disclosures of
personal information, which may be harmful to him either
in virtual or real world [13, 29, 30]. As a result, an efficient
privacy preserving strategy should be investigated to detect
these threats [31].

The existing works in privacy preserving focus on infor-
mation disclosure caused by malicious nodes (e.g., attackers
or eavesdroppers) in OSNs [32, 33]. Essentially speaking, the
authors of these works first convert nodes and the corre-
sponding links in OSNs into vertices and edges of a weighted
graph and then exploit graph theory and cryptography
technologies to develop various protection solutions [34–36].
Although these solutions can protect personal information
from network attacking and illegal eavesdropping, there still
exists a more serious threat to users’ privacy, i.e., information
disclosure by word-of-mouth.

Text similarity calculation has been widely used in
Internet search engine [37], intelligent question and answer,
machine translation, information filtering, and information
retrieval. In this paper, we use the text similarity calculation to
determine whether the publisher’s text information is leaked.
In terms of algorithm, the most commonly used VSM in text
similarity calculationwas first proposed byGerard Salton and
McGill in 1969 [38].The basic idea of the algorithm is to map
the document to an n-dimensional vector, so as to transform
the processing of text into a vector operation on a spatial
vector. The similarity between documents is determined
by comparing the relations between vectors. Among them,
the most widely used weight calculation method is TF-IDF
algorithm [39] and various improved algorithms. The most
commonly used similarity measurement method is cosine
similarity measurement [40].

To sum up, the privacy protection strategy in social
network can be divided into two ways: role access control and
data anonymity. The anonymous method is mainly used for
multidimensional data such as network topology. For specific
privacy such as user attributes, access control based on trust
is a reliable way to protect privacy.

8. Conclusion

Considering privacy word-of-mouth disclosure by acquain-
tances, we put forward a novel privacy preserving strategy
in this paper. In particular, we carefully combine the privacy
leaking detection with the trust degree mechanism. The tra-
ditional privacy protection schemes aremainly on computing
a trust degree threshold. In their schemes, a friend whose
trust degree exceeds the threshold is considered believable.
In contrast to these schemes, our strategy incorporates two
new points of classifying each publisher’s sensitivity and each
ready interactive recipient. Our proposed publishing system

consists of publisher’s sensitivity level to information rating
and recipient’s secure level rating. What is noteworthy is that
our scheme still gives the decision of message release to the
publisher after giving the suggestion of access control. The
publisher can make their own changes to the recipient list,
and these revisions alsowill be considered in future published
access control recommendations.Therefore, our information
publishing strategy greatly reduces the risk of illegal spread of
user’s private messages.

In future, we want to provide a solution that is intended
to prevent the recipient from illegally forwarding themessage
itself rather than the content of the message. Also, we may
explore a sensitive message transmission interface for OSNs
applications to protect users’ privacy.
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